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WHAT IS CARPET?

CARPETING IS AVAILABLE IN 12’ OR 15’ WIDTHS OR 24” x 24” TILES THAT COME IN A VARIETY OF COLORS AND PATTERNS.

CARPETING CAN BE INSTALLED OVER A VARIETY OF FLOORING SUBSTRATES: CERAMIC, VINYL, CONCRETE, WOOD AND MOST ANY SOLID SUBFLOOR.
FLOOR PREPARATION TIPS:
FOR CARPET INSTALLS

- REMOVE EXISTING CARPET: REMOVE STAPLES FROM OLD PAD ON STAIRS AND SUBFLOOR. WHEN REMOVING THE CARPET ALL FURNITURE SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM THE SITE OF INSTALLATION. IF THE INSTALLERS ARE MOVING YOUR FURNITURE, BE SURE TO EMPTY ALL DRAWERS, MOVE ALL TVS, AUDIO EQUIPMENT, ELECTRONICS AND BREAKABLES.

- CLOSETS NEED TO BE CLEAR FROM THE WAIST DOWN, DRESSES, HANGING ITEMS, ETC. MUST BE OFF THE FLOOR.

- IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO REMOVE EXISTING TACK STRIPS IF THEY ARE ALREADY DOWN AND IN GOOD CONDITION.

- DISCUSS WITH THE INSTALLERS THE STYLE OF STEPS YOU WOULD LIKE: WATERFALL, BOX, ETC.

- ENSURE SUBFLOOR IS FLAT.

- PATCH ANY AREAS THAT MAY HAVE BEEN DAMAGED.

- IF YOU ARE GOING OVER CERAMIC TILE, SKIM COATING WILL BE NECESSARY TO PREVENT THE GROUT LINES FROM TELEGRAPHING THROUGH THE CARPET.
SELECTING THE RIGHT PAD

FOR THE CUSTOMERS JOB
INSTALLING CARPET

✓ WALK THE JOBSITE TO ENSURE SUBFLOOR AND AREAS TO BE INSTALLED ARE CLEAR.
✓ INSPECT TACK STRIPS AND INSTALL ANY NEEDED STICKS.
✓ UNROLL PADDING AND INSTALL BY STAPLING OR GLUING TO THE SUBFLOOR.
✓ CUT THE CARPET ACCORDING TO YOUR MEASUREMENTS AND LAYOUT.
✓ BRING CARPET INTO THE ROOMS TO BE INSTALLED.
✓ LAY AND POSITION IN THE ROOM.
✓ SHAPE OUT AREAS IN THE CARPET.
✓ PREPARE ANY SEAMS WITH SEAMING TAPE AND ROUGH CUT IN PLACE.
✓ USE SEAMING IRON TO HEAT TAPE AND PUT TOGETHER THESEAM.
✓ POWER STRETCH THE CARPET IN THE ROOM
✓ TUCK THE CARPET IN AND AROUND THE EDGES AND MAKE FINAL CUT ALONG THE EDGES TO THE BASEBOARDS. (minor scuffing of baseboards is to be expected)
✓ CLEANUP THE JOBSITE AND VACUUM INSTALLED AREAS.
✓ DO A FINAL WALK THROUGH TO MAKE SURE EXPECTATIONS HAVE BEEN MET AND THAT WE EARNED A 10.
REMOVING EXISTING CARPET
INSTALLING TACK STRIP
ROLL OUT PADDING
LAYING CARPET OUT ON PREPPED FLOOR
POWER STRETCHING THE CARPET
CUT TO FIT

TUCK TO WALL
DIFFERENT TYPES OF STEPS

- Binding on both sides of carpet installed Hollywood style
- Birdcage
- Waterfall style
- Hollywood style

**Note:** Waterfall style flow over the stair nose. Hollywood tuck under the stair nose. EXB. A
COMPLETION OF PATTERN MATCH AND SEAM
BINDING

MANY BINDING EDGE COLORS TO CHOOSE FROM. THE BINDER WILL SELECT THE BEST MATCH FOR PRODUCT.

CARPET BEING BOUND IN THE WORKROOM FOR INSTALLATION ON STEPS

BOUND CARPET ON THE LEFT INSTALLED ABOVE HOLLYWOOD STYLE
TOOLS

TOOLS THAT ARE NEEDED TO INSTALL CARPET: A CARPET KNIFE TO CUT THE CARPET, SEAM IRON, SEAM ROLLER, KNEE KICKER, TUCK KNIFE, KNEE PADS, FLOOR SCRAPER, AND POWER STRETCHER.